
Spirit Filled Marriage 1: The Spirit Filled Foundation for Marriage
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What Spirit filled is not
How to be Spirit filled

INTRODUCTION

How can sinners make a marriage work?  We can make cars that can reach 0-100 in 3 
seconds but our flesh cannot produce pure compassion.  We can produce a perfect image in
a photograph but we cannot of ourselves produce the image of Christ in us.  Here are some 
American statistics which are often representative of the western world situation.  ‘In a little 
more than three decades, the marriage rate (defined as the number of married adults per 
thousand) has declined by a third; the divorce rate has more than tripled; the percentage of 
children living with single parents has more than doubled, with a third of children now living 
without their biological fathers; the number of  unmarried couple households has increased 
sevenfold; and the number of births to unwed mothers has quintupled.’1  Even as Christians 
who cannot offer the perfect prayer or the perfect act of obedience untainted in some way 
by sin, how do we make a marriage work?  How can we who cannot even keep ourselves 
out of sin how can we keep our marriages afloat?  

The world’s answer to this problem of marriage is to call marriage a redundant and failed 
institution that should be replaced.  Some have decided to keep it but to overhaul it 
altogether.  Tara Parker-Pope a NY Times columnist writes about the ‘me’ marriage.  
‘The notion that the best marriages are those that bring satisfaction to the individual may 
seem counterintuitive. After all, isn’t marriage supposed to be about putting the relationship 
first?  Not anymore. For centuries, marriage was viewed as an economic and social 
institution, and the emotional and intellectual needs of the spouses were secondary to the 
survival of the marriage itself. But in modern relationships, people are looking for a 
partnership, and they want partners who make their lives more interesting.’  She talks about 
how a marriage committed to individual ‘self-expansion’ is what will make people commit to 
a marriage.  In other words, you will be committed to marriage as long as you are getting 
something out of it.  Seeing marriage as something for the glory of God, for the purpose of 
holiness, the stability of society and the making of children has been replaced as marriage 
for ‘me’.  

The trouble with this definition is that when you have two people with their selfish desires as
the grounds upon which their marriages proceed you have a perfect recipe for disaster.  
James 4:1 tells us, ‘What causes quarrels and what causes fights among you? Is it not this, 
that your passions are at war within you? 2 You desire and do not have, so you murder. You 
covet and cannot obtain, so you fight and quarrel. You do not have, because you do not 

1 From Bryan Chapell’s, ‘Each for the other: Marriage as its meant to be’ p13.  



ask.’  Our selfishness contrary to the ‘me’ marriage is not the secret ingredient for happiness
but the guaranteed ingredient for disaster.  How then do sinners succeed at marriage?

Paul gives us God’s solution for the feebleness of our flesh in Ephesians 5:18-21.  These 
verses are bridging verses in the context.  They continue to explain how we are to walk 
wisely in these evil days, a thought begun in v15.  However, they are also the foundation for
the next section which talks about marriage, parenting and work in 5:22-6:9.  Paul lays out 
for us a number of key foundational stones for marriage in v18-21.  He points us to the 
Spirit filled foundation, the church filled foundation, the gratitude filled foundation, the 
submission filled foundation and the reverence filled foundation.  Then he looks at the roles 
and responsibilities of husbands and wives.  Today we will be considering the necessity of 
the Spirit as a foundation for marriage to help us overcome the natural sinfulness that 
ordinarily scuttles our marriages.  We want to look at what Spirit filled is not, and how we 
are to be filled.

What Spirit filled is not

Paul begins with two commands, ‘And do not get drunk with wine, for that is debauchery,’ 
and ‘be filled with the Spirit.’  These are deliberately contrasted with one another.  
Drunkenness was used by the cult of Dionysus for inspiration.  Paul calls upon Christians to 
be filled with the Holy Spirit as the fountain of a pure spirituality.  Wine was the staple drink 
and drunkenness would have been the atmosphere in which many things would have been 
done much like our culture today.  Today alcohol has an intellectual respectability and is to 
be savoured by connoisseurs.  Advertisers portray the necessity of alcohol as a social 
lubricant; as vital for joy; the lifeblood of a hardy identity; vital for celebration; the basis for 
male bonding; the naughty independence of ladies night and many other things.  But in 
truth alcohol is the opposite in its effect to the Holy Spirit.  Alcohol is a depressant and not a
stimulant.  It creates a false reality and not truth.  It dulls and does not heighten.  And an 
excess of wine leads to a lack of self-control and debauchery.  Through drunkenness we 
throw away our chastity; our reputations; our money; our health.  It creates laughter 
without joy, courage without character, and all our defences are weakened.  Fights, 
vandalism, sexual promiscuity, car crashes and many other sorrows are the result of 
drunkenness.  Proverbs 23:20-21, ‘Be not among drunkards or among gluttonous eaters of 
meat, for the drunkard and the glutton will come to poverty, and slumber will clothe them 
with rags.’  29-35 describes the self-destructive arrogance and self-deceit of alcoholism, 
‘Who has woe? Who has sorrow?  Who has strife? Who has complaining?  Who has wounds 
without cause? Who has redness of eyes?  Those who tarry long over wine; those who go to
try mixed wine.  Do not look at wine when it is red, when it sparkles in the cup and goes 
down smoothly.  In the end it bites like a serpent and stings like an adder.  Your eyes will 
see strange things, and your heart utter perverse things.  You will be like one who lies down
in the midst of the sea, like one who lies on the top of a mast.  "They struck me," you will 
say, "but I was not hurt; they beat me, but I did not feel it.  When shall I awake? I must 
have another drink."’  Drunkenness is a sin not because wants to ruin all your fun.  No it is a
sin because it destroys your self-control and your discernment, you become like an animal 
with no restraint.  This is the opposite effect to the Holy Spirit in our lives.  



Alcohol is said to amplify our sins where the Spirit suppresses them.  I think Paul was very 
insightful putting alcohol and the Spirit side by side as opposites.  Think then of the effect of
alcohol and what it amplifies and what the Spirit helps us overcome.  2Alcohol in marriage 
amplifies the sin of harsh communication, anger, criticisms, contempt, blaming and makes 
us less agreeable, more anxious and hypersensitive.  It amplifies our marital sins of 
disinterest, self-absorption, neglect of ourselves, our children and our wives.  It affects 
sexual intimacy, making us less conscientious and unable too problem solve.  It increases 
violence and abuse, emotional, verbal and physical.  Sadly some Christians don’t need to be 
alcoholics to have these sins amplified in their marriages, but the effect of the Spirit is to 
dampen and eradicate these sins.

Being filled with the Spirit is a phrase that has been turned into a necessary second blessing
by the Pentecostal and Charismatic churches.  Being filled with the Spirit has often been 
confused with a Pentecost experience and since it is a command here some have thought 
that the seeking out of Pentecost type experiences is commanded.  This is not true.  
Being filled with the Spirit should not be confused with the Day of Pentecost which is a 
significant redemptive historical event like the death or resurrection of Christ.  It was the 
day when Christ gave the promised Spirit as an indication of His reign and the coming 
victory, the day of the New Covenant and the new way God would be among His people.  
We see repercussions of Pentecost only when the gospel crossed important racial barriers 
and God sovereignly signed their inclusion in the church.  We do not see Pentecost type 
experiences as an everyday experience.  Being filled with the Spirit does not mean having a 
second blessing experience, hands laid on you at church or starting off every day with 
tongues.  
Being filled with the Spirit should not be confused with the sealing of the Spirit as mentioned
in Eph. 1:13-14, 4:30.  Paul tells us that we were sealed with the Spirit when we believed, in
other words sealing is something that God does at our conversions.  To seal is to mark as 
belonging to someone else and implies that the owner will claim what is His.  God has 
sealed us with the guarantee of the Spirit when we were saved, this is a once off 
unrepeatable event and not to be confused with being filled with the Spirit.  

John Stott points out that Paul’s words ‘be filled’ are in the imperative mood implying that 
they are a command not a proposal and something that involves our cooperation not like 
sealing which is an act that God does to us.  They are in the plural form meaning that Paul 
is calling on all Christians to be filled, that it is not for a few individuals but all.  They are in 
the passive voice indicating that we need to let ourselves be filled, removing hindrances and
nurturing the process.  Finally, they are in the present tense indicating that they describing 
an ongoing process not a once off event.  Let’s investigate further then how we arefilled 
with the Spirit.

2 www.healthymarriageinfo.org/download.aspx?id=258



How to be Spirit filled      

Apart from Christ and His Spirit we can do nothing.  The strength that we need to turn a 
‘me’ marriage into an ‘each other for Christ’ marriage can only be accomplished by the 
power of the Spirit.  Paul knows this and begins laying the foundation for a successful 
marriage on the foundation of being Spirit filled.  Paul is comparing being under the 
influence of alcohol to being under the influence of the Spirit.  Just as we are not let our sin 
be indulged and amplified by being under the influence of alcohol we are to be under the 
influence of the Spirit for the production of the fruit of the Spirit.  If being under the 
influence/filled with alcohol leads to all sorts of excess; being under the influence/filled with 
the Spirit will lead to ‘love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 
gentleness, self-control.’  The fact that the words ‘be filled’ are an imperative implies a 
responsibility on our part.  There are things that we must do and not do.

Starting with what we should not do let us hear Ephesians 4:30-31, ‘And do not grieve the 
Holy Spirit of God, by whom you were sealed for the day of redemption. 31 Let all bitterness
and wrath and anger and clamor and slander be put away from you, along with all malice.’  
In order to be filled with the Spirit we must not grieve the Spirit.  Paul gives a few examples 
of those things that will grieve the Spirit, things such as bitterness, wrath, anger, clamour 
and slander.  If you want the Spirit to empower your efforts at holiness, to keep a fire and 
passion for God and His holiness ablaze, if you long for the joy of the Lord that is 
inexpressible and full of glory to fill your heart then you must ensure that you do not grieve 
the Spirit by your deliberate sinning.  To allow a bitter thought towards your husband or wife
to take lodge in your minds, to forget that we are all worthy of bitter thoughts and to fail to 
view them as bought by God’s grace is to see as the devil sees and grieve the Spirit.  To 
allow that to poison your mind and build up in resentment to manifest in wrath, anger, and 
loud shouting will grieve the Spirit.  That bitterness which took your heart, which manifested
in the mouth then turns to pollute your neighbours impressions of your spouse as you 
slander them and do the devil’s work of insulting them to others multiplying your bitterness 
by poisoning their perspective.  

The Spirit is not merely a force but a person who is grieved.  This language indicates that 
the Holy Spirit has personal characteristics and because of His holiness and will not abide 
our behaviour but respond by withdrawing His influence in our lives.  If we seek to manifest 
the fruit of the Spirit then we must be actively ruthless with sin.  We must confess it quickly,
not allow it to grow and resist it.  A rock has no feelings and does not react to your actions 
but the Spirit is a person who cannot ignore sin and can be grieved by it, in other words, He
can be quenched and withdraw His effects.  If we resist the Spirit and hold on to our anger, 
grudges and bitterness, letting the sun go down on our anger.  Paul tells us that we not only
quench the Spirit but give opportunity to the devil, Eph. 4:26-27.    

The Spirit has been given to the world to convict of sin, righteousness and judgement.  He 
has renewed our consciences and convicts us when we sin.  To grieve the Spirit is to ignore 
these inner proddings of conscience.  He likewise works in our hearts to will for God’s will.  



He urges us to pray, to confess, to apologise to those we have offended, to stop sinning and
go no further in it, but if we refuse to listen to these inner promptings we quench the Spirit.

To be hard-hearted in this way not only affects you in terms of not being filled with the good
influences of the Spirit but your prayer life will be affected as well.  Psalm 66:18, ‘ If I 
had cherished iniquity in my heart, the Lord would not have listened.’  Mal. 2:13-14, ‘And 
this second thing you do. You cover the LORD's altar with tears, with weeping and groaning 
because he no longer regards the offering or accepts it with favor from your hand. 14 But 
you say, "Why does he not?" Because the LORD was witness between you and the wife of 
your youth, to whom you have been faithless, though she is your companion and your wife 
by covenant.’  1 Pet. 3:7, ‘Likewise, husbands, live with your wives in an understanding way, 
showing honor to the woman as the weaker vessel, since they are heirs with you of the 
grace of life, so that your prayers may not be hindered.’  The bible clearly tells us that when 
we sin against our spouses that this directly impacts our prayer lives.  Your prayer life is the 
door from which you get all God’s help, the Spirit is the one who applies all the benefits of 
Christ’s work to us, but sin prevents us from being filled with the Spirit and God answering 
prayer.

Negatively the choice is between being filled with the flesh or the Spirit, being controlled by 
the flesh or the Spirit.  Paul tells us that even though we are saved there is an abiding war 
within us because of indwelling sin, Gal. 5:17, ‘For the desires of the flesh are against the 
Spirit, and the desires of the Spirit are against the flesh, for these are opposed to each 
other, to keep you from doing the things you want to do.’  And we have a choice every time 
we are faced with a temptation to give in to the Spirit or the flesh, to allow our wills or God’s
will to be our path.  To be filled with the Spirit is to be led of the Spirit, to choose the path 
of God’s will and to say no to the flesh.  If we walk by the Spirit we will not gratify the lusts 
of the flesh.  And so we need to choose love and not hate, joy and not sullenness, peace 
not anxiety, patience not impatience, kindness not cruelty, goodness not selfishness, 
faithfulness not unfaithfulness, gentleness not harshness, and self-control not self-
gratification.  We have new hearts that want to choose these things, we have died to who 
we were in Adam now able to walk in the path of obedience, we have the aid of the Spirit 
who helps us be willing and empowers our feeble efforts, and God’s word to guide us.  

Being filled with the Spirit is not only saying no to the flesh but something that we must 
nurture.  It has often been pointed out that the twin passage of Ephesians 5:18-19 is Col. 
3:16, ‘Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly, teaching and admonishing one another in all
wisdom, singing psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, with thankfulness in your hearts to 
God.’  Being filled with the Spirit and letting the word of Christ dwell in us are synonymous.  
This is because the Spirit and the Word work together.  The Spirit uses the word as a sword 
for heart surgery on the Christian and weapon of defence and attack in spiritual warfare, He 
brings it back to our memory, He uses it to wash the church and sanctify her.  To read and 
study the Scriptures, to memorise them and meditate upon them is a means by which we 
are filled with the Spirit.  A word rich life is a Spirit filled life.  
Not only do word and Spirit go together but prayer and the Spirit.  When we pray we 
commune with God and with His Spirit.  All true prayer is in Christ’s name and in the Spirit, 



Eph. 6:18, ‘praying at all times in the Spirit, with all prayer and supplication. To that end 
keep alert with all perseverance, making supplication for all the saints.’  To pray in the Spirit 
is not to pray in tongues but to pray by the enabling of the Spirit and in harmony with His 
holy will.  If a man is living in sin and he prays he is not praying in the Spirit.  In prayer we 
experience many spiritual blessings.  We experience the peace of God, joy, and spiritual 
transformation 2 Cor. 3:17-18, ‘Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord 
is, there is freedom. 18 And we all, with unveiled face, beholding the glory of the Lord, are 
being transformed into the same image from one degree of glory to another. For this comes 
from the Lord who is the Spirit.’  

When we encourage Christian to have regular quiet times spending time in the word and 
prayer we are not constructing some new law but pointing them to those things by which 
they can be filled with the Spirit.  The command literally reads, ‘be being filled with the 
Spirit.’  In other words it is not a once off second blessing that fits you for the rest of your 
life but like putting petrol in your car you need to keep refilling and topping up.  Being filled 
must be a lifestyle thing not haphazard.  Every morning when you wake up you are you, 
your sinful nature is with you still and indwelling sin is waiting at the door to have you.  But 
every day you who now live by the Spirit must also walk in the Spirit.  You must proactively 
read the word and pray.  You must put away sins and keep short accounts with God and you
must apply the strength you have been given to be holy to make the choice to do the will of 
the Spirit and not the flesh in all of life’s situations.  

How can sinners make marriage work?  Only by the power of the Holy Spirit!  The Holy 
Spirit is the one who applies the power of Christ’s resurrection to the corpse of our hearts.  
He alone is the one who can coax the fruit of the Spirit to grow in this wasteland where sin 
has poisoned the soil.  Marriages can only succeed if we are submitted to the Spirit joining 
the war that He is already waging on our sins and being turned more and more into Christ’s 
image by His influence.        
  
  

  

       

   


